GBLJ 2014 Flight Report
Pilot: Rob Cross
Crew: Steve “the Golden Retriever” Cook, Chris Wyers
Balloon: G-BUYC “Windrush”, Cameron C-80
GBLJ and Me
I have previously made three long-jumps. My last atempt was in 2006 so I decided my participation
was long overdue. My previous attempts are plotted below with my best flight being 150 statute
miles from the Black Horse, Great Missenden to Llanelli:

Preparation
I discussed the opportunity with my regular crew and all were up for the challenge again after the
long break. As usual we were confined to weekends only so with four October weekends we had 8
opportunities. Much time was spent exploring the half mill map for Southern England, exploring
potential tracks and noting where controlled airspace could be the party-pooper. Since my last
attempt it was interesting to note that the closure of Lyneham had released more controlled
airspace. Three weekends came and went with poor weather, but the run-up to the final weekend

was looking promising with south-westerlies forecast. A quick call to Chris Dunkley secured his kind
loan of two extra Worthington tanks to my usual four. Once again I would be flying solo.
In terms of launch site I chose Dunkeswell Airfield in Devon. A quick google and I found the mobile
number of Brendan Proctor, the General Manager of the airfield. “Sure you’d be most welcome, and
I’m sure we can find you some shelter” was his friendly reply.
Saturday 25th October
This was our chosen day! Chris, Steve and I set off from Herts at 5.15am and were at Dunkeswell by
8.30am.
The windsock was demonstrating a decent wind for longjumping!

Retrieve vehicle and trailer – proof we were there!
And sure enough Brendan was there to escort us to the far side of the airfield to the edge of a
wooded area which gave complete shelter from the breeze.
We started rigging the balloon. We were very methodical and in no rush. All 6 tanks were tested
carefully ensuring each was within reach of the burner hoses. With 3 tanks on each long side of the
basket there was a narrow aisle in which I would stand. I decided in which order I would use the
tanks. Approx. two dozen flying maps were stowed – I’d spent 3 hours the previous evening map
marking! Altimeter and GPS had new batteries and the radio was fully charged. Unlike regular flights
I gave the crew my AA Membership Card and cash in case they needed more petrol. We also had
Diana’s (Chris’s wife) phone number in case we lost our phones or there was some other disaster in

trying to contact each other. The inflation went really smoothly and once final checks were made I
radioed “Dunkeswell, Balloon Golf Bravo Uniform Yankee Charlie request Take Off”.
The Flight
“Golf Bravo Uniform Yankee Charlie, Cleared Take Off, Wind Zero Fife Zero, 10 Knots”. I pulled the
quick release and up, up and away. As the balloon cleared the shelter of the woods, I put in a long
burn in anticipation of the wind that would soon be hitting me. As I rose the speed soon reached 15
knots and as I reached 1500 feet it averaged 20 knots. I then quickly got into the intensive routine of
a long distance flight. This includes the constant monitoring of speeds and track at different heights,
obsession with GPS readings and keeping track of progress and probable track on both the OS map
and air chart. Oh, and of course the fuel management. It is this activity which for me makes these
flights quite exhaustive and why time passes by very quickly, especially when flying solo.
Not long after take-off I was passing Upottery disused airfield. I really hope that Britain’s remaining
disused airfields are not all trashed. They make great navigational aids but more importantly should
be a reminder to future generations and serve as lasting memorials.
The scenery was beautiful green rolling hills and Somerset Levels, with quite abrupt escarpments
separating the two. It was great to see both the English and Bristol Channels.
The flight was quite gusty at times which was very disconcerting at times when the balloon would
occasionally ‘wobble’. Because of this I decided rightly or wrongly not to fly any higher than 2000
feet for the rest of the flight. The cloud layer above was thickening and getting more ‘puffed out’
which again I assumed was due to turbulent air – I wasn’t prepared to find out.
After Somerset the next big landmark was Longleat House:

This was the first time I’d witnessed rhinos on a balloon flight! No doubt the lions looked up to see
prey passing by in a big picnic hamper! Who needs the Masai Mara?!
Shortly after LongLeat I reached Warminster. Danger Area D123 was very close and I flew along its
edge. Now, Danger Areas aren’t quite as troublesome as one may think. The day before I phoned
Salisbury Operations to find out that D123 was only active up to 3000 feet. “So that means you’d be
OK if I overflew above 3000 feet?” I asked the friendly chap on the end of the phone. “Yes that’s no
problem sir, thanks for phoning” was his friendly reply. I didn’t go into D123 but I came very, very
close and I didn’t want to go up to 3000 feet due to the turbulence. The view across Salisbury Plain
was very clear. It certainly looked desolate and there were all manner of gunnery ranges – not the
sort of place to fly. As I was a tad close to D123 I took the trouble to call them back the following
Monday just to explain that I had gone very close, that it was me, and that I hope I hadn’t upset
anyone. They were very friendly, again appreciating the call and said they’d get back to me should
they wish to discuss the matter further.
Now flying in deepest Wiltshire and the Vale of the White Horse – there she is - you can just see her
in the centre of this shot:

You can also see the cloud layer I mentioned earlier. All a bit turbulent I think?
My original master plan had gone wrong in that I was planning to fly north-west from Dunkeswell
then turn right with height to keep north of Luton. However my actual track was far further to the
south – most of the flight was south of the M4 motorway. This was due to a slightly inaccurate
weather forecast and my flight planning.

The gusting was not abating either so I didn’t want to go any higher to get any right with height or
increased speed.
Marlborough was the next large piece of human habitation and in front of me was the Savernake
Forest. Now deep in the heart of Icicle country! You can just make out Warren Farm in the circle:

By the time I reached Ramsbury I was down to the last tank and with few places to land in what
were gusty conditions I focussed on finding a landing spot. I stowed away everything except the OS
map and went low to find a spot that wasn’t a sensitive area. There were some occasional stubble
fields but alas not on track. I crossed the M4 near J14. This was deep horsey territory and the
Lambourn Downs. After a while I found my target – a small upsloping grass field next to a road. I like
upslope as it usually means stopping abruptly without much drag. I got in and positively hauled in
the rip line and indeed stopped quickly with the breeze rapidly pushing over the envelope to kick out
all the remaining air. As if by magic after 4 hours, 40 minutes Steve and Chris drove by on the
retrieve – brilliant job guys! During the flight we had exchanged occasional texts and had one call, so
they had done really well.
So the vital statistics:





92 statute miles
4 hours, 40 minutes
Average speed: 19.7 knots
12 litres of gas remaining

Conclusions
It was great to be long-jumping again after a break of 8 years. Most of the joy was flying in a new
area. All I usually see when travelling to Devon is the view from the M4/M5. For once I got to see the
best bits.
Flight track:

Thank You
I’d like to thank the following:




Steve and Chris for crewing and the excellent retrieve
Brendan Proctor for the use of Dunkeswell Airfield
Chris Dunkley for the loan of tanks

